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**Browse by Research Areas**

Use the tag cloud to find researchers, activities, publications, projects and press releases for special departments or subject areas. Everything you will find are results from researchers of Leuphana University.

**Search expertise**

Here you have the possibility to do a special search for researchers. You can find them through the general search, the name selection or through the research areas.

**Recent updates**

Check recently published work and most downloaded publications of the past week on the welcome page.
Graph of relations

Discover relationships between linked content. You can re-focus on an icon by double-clicking it or press the “Visit page” button to see the details of the person, the organisation or the journal.

Recently Viewed

The footer lists your recently viewed items, so you never lose track and can revisit content of interest.

Subscribe for updates

By clicking on an icon of a RSS-Feed you will get automatic updates about data in the system. You will find the symbol at the areas of publications, projects, activities and research areas.

For more information about the RSS-Feed visit the Wikipedia website: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS